Two projects on the playa this year share a burning passion: Nikola Tesla. Like a pair of giant silver donuts, twin towers rise in front of Sextant Camp at 6:30 and Esplanade. A Tesla coil element, these transformers step-up the voltage high enough to throw a charge across the gap and create man made lightning bolts. Black Rock citizens of the late 1990s will remember Dr. Megavolt standing untouched in his arc reactor. “We really want to knock people’s thanks off,” says Serge, who spearheads the effort.

I find Sarge seated in the shade, his cowboy style hard hat on the chair, no doubt. “I didn’t know there was an electrical engineer Dan Meyer and the Gal,” he tells me. “Our design was suffering from coronal loss. Same spelling as the beer,” Serge says. Their discoveries in the area of high resonant gain inductors may make it into a peer-reviewed article some day.

But that’s not the point now. This is Monday of Burn Week, and all they really want to do is put on a good show. They are determined to spark it up. “This is either a huge waste of time or a way to heal the world,” says Serge. That seemed extreme. Then he explained, “The problems we face are not easy, and Black Rock City is not easy.” Accomplishing one empowers the other. Who said wielding primal forces was meant to be a piece of cake? By midnight Monday the bigger buzz on the Esplanade was coming from the Coupe de Foudre Project (inner Playa 5:00 / 2100). This device throbs in time to music and bath lightning bolts into the air. It is a solid state Tesla coil, explains creator Mary. Participants step in to special cages and interact with electricity in surprising ways. The charge is so high that even standing and watching raises the hair on your arms.

Nevada Burners unite for their sixth annual group portrait and celebration of The Man. Thursday, 4 p.m. Spread the word, and don’t be late!

Black Rock City Mayoral Elections Under Way?

BY STORM

Most major metropolises have a mayor. Black Rock City is no exception, according to a sizable group of Burners, who also claim 2015 marks an election year.

Throughout the week, a giant domed art car dolled up as Black Rock City. Undecided voters should consult their local polling stations throughout Black Rock City. A Tesla coil, explains creator Mary. Participants step in to special cages and interact with electricity in surprising ways. The charge is so high that even standing and watching raises the hair on your arms.
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to have been income from or divestitures of mil-
lions of dollars of assets acquired when Burning
Man was just a little festival in the dust. Museum-
 borrowing, or nontax-deductible contributions,
which is publicly available. On the face of it,
according to Internal Revenue Service form 990,
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